EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have lowered the barrier to entry for both its constructive and destructive uses. Just a few years ago, only highly resourced states and state-sponsored groups could develop and deploy AI-empowered drones, cyberattacks, or online information operations. Low-cost, commercial off-the-shelf AI means that a range of nonstate actors can increasingly adopt these technologies.

As the technology evolves and proliferates, democratic societies first need to understand the threat. Then they can formulate effective policy responses. This report helps them do both. It outlines the contours of AI advances by way of highlighting both the accessibility and appeal to nonstate actors such as terrorist, hacking, and drug trafficking groups. Based on the analysis, effective or feasible policy responses are unlikely to include outright bans on AI or autonomous vehicles that rely on AI because of questions about enforceability. AI is so diffuse that such bans are not practical and will not be effective. Instead, public-private partnerships will be key in incorporating software restrictions on commercial robotics, for example, which would address the potential consequences of nonstate actors using AI to program the flight and targeting of a drone.

Cultivating a broader and deeper talent pool in the science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields will also help enrich the ability of democratic states to guard against the misuses of AI-enabled technology. Lastly, democratic societies should work together to develop ethical use norms, which may not preclude the misuse by nonstate actors but at least create guardrails that present obstacles to the export of harmful AI technologies from states to non-states and can shape the ways nonstate actors consider using these technologies.

INTRODUCTION

Access to artificial intelligence-empowered technology for national security and homeland defense has increasingly democratized. Countries such as the United States, Russia, China, and Israel have certainly pioneered these technologies. Israel’s Iron Dome missile defense system has an AI function that is trained to detect incoming rounds that might threaten civilian populations or military facilities. All of these countries are developing or already have AI-enabled autonomous systems on the ground, sea, or air.

Those technologies are diffusing quickly to less advanced states and even nonstate actors. Proliferation problems of the past, for example with nuclear weapons, were comparatively easy.
Developing nuclear weapons requires large volumes of financial and natural resources and considerable scientific expertise — the combination of which only a wealthy and capable state could afford. By comparison, AI technologies present a much greater threat, as they are easier to acquire and could give nonstate actors asymmetric advantages over states.

One reason that nonstate actors have not acquired nuclear weapons is that the associated technology is concentrated in the hands of powerful state actors that have strong incentives to prevent proliferation. AI-based technologies are not as capital-intensive as missiles or military bases, and they do not require specialized scientific knowledge to develop like nuclear weapons. Some AI algorithms are open source and therefore accessible and adaptable by a range of actors. Moreover, because the primary uses are not national security-related, AI development is driven more by the private sector and universities than governments. These civilian-developed AI-enabled technologies could therefore quickly proliferate among nonstate actors and even individuals.

The acquisition of AI-based technologies by nonstate actors threatens to destabilize existing state-nonstate dynamics on the battlefield.

As AI-enabled technologies proliferate among nonstate actors, democratic societies worldwide will need to understand fully how these actors may leverage these technologies. Only then can an effective response be formulated. To that end, this paper explores three applications of AI by nonstate actors, drawing on previous analyses of nonstate actors’ acquisition of AI as well as priorities highlighted by reports such as that of the U.S. National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence. First, and most prominently, AI can be used to automate specific tasks such as sniping or drone strikes, which could target high-value individuals for assassination or minority groups within a country. Second, AI can be used to enable and maximize the impact of cyberattacks by leveraging machine learning of large datasets to prey on vulnerable individuals financially or psychologically. Third, AI can be used to employ algorithms to generate deepfakes or synthetic text to manipulate public opinion. For all three applications, the paper examines the technical underpinnings; the motivations; and the groups that have employed, or might consider employing these measures. Other analyses have pointed to the diffusion of AI-enabled surveillance and facial recognition technology, but facial recognition can be incorporated into other technologies such as robotics so this paper does not consider it a separate category.

The paper then evaluates several potential policy responses. In doing so, it seeks to address a central question: what types of countermeasures exist to address the various contexts and ways in which nonstate actors use AI and dispel the potential asymmetric advantages? For example,
AI regulation through an international organization is unlikely to be fruitful because the actors whose behaviors would be targeted are liable to be outside the organization’s contours. Given this challenge, international efforts should focus on measures that impede the adverse consequences of AI-enabled technology, such as software restrictions programmed by drone manufacturers that limit where a drone can travel. Other efforts should include developing effective defensive instruments and forensics capabilities — in part through boosting the talent pool of domestic science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) capabilities. Further, the establishment of ethical standards of use could then allow democratic societies to hold nonstate actors accountable when they misuse AI.

WHAT IS AI AND WHY DOES IT APPEAL TO NONSTATE ACTORS?

Artificial intelligence refers to “the ability of a machine to learn from experience, adjust to new inputs and perform human-like tasks.” The machine learns by processing large volumes of data, studying the successes and failures, and generating algorithms that help classify objects or predictions of behavior. AI is frequently divided into two main types: weak (or narrow) and strong. Weak or narrow AI is the most common and is trained to perform specific, limited tasks. Voice assistants such as Alexa and Siri fall under this category. Strong AI, often called artificial general intelligence, typically involves more problem solving. The Roomba vacuum, for example, is trained specifically to clean a floor, but it has AI capabilities that allow it to survey the room size, identify obstacles, and remember efficient routes. However, it cannot go beyond the fairly repetitive motion for which it is trained or think to take a dirty dish and put it in the dishwasher. Strong AI entails the range of analytics similar to humans, including a consciousness that allows individuals to solve problems, learn, and plan for the future, which is sometimes referred to as Super AI and is still speculative.

Advancements in AI progress through two main pathways. One is through commercial development, which both introduces advancements and lowers the cost, thereby boosting accessibility. The commercial sector has been responsible for many of the technologies commonly associated with AI. Autonomous vehicles, for example, have received about 10% of the total global investment in AI ($7.7 billion), followed by the health sector (6%, about $4.7 billion), facial recognition (6%, about $4.7 billion), video content (4.5%, about $3.6 billion), and fraud detection and finance (3.9%, about $3.1 billion). The U.S. defense sector, by comparison, was projected to spend $4 billion on AI research and development in 2020. As AI technology has progressed, the unit costs have decreased accordingly. A study of technical performance shows that the inference cost — that is, the cost in U.S. dollars to classify 10,000 validation images with an accuracy of greater than 93% — has declined precipitously in a short period, with the cost savings passed along to those who buy the technology.

Alternatively, for AI that is not based on commercial developments but rather militaries, groups looking to acquire the technology must either steal the technology or import a relationship with one of the main producers. AI development has been concentrated in relatively few countries. In terms of funding, the number of companies invested in AI, and the number of patents, the United States leads development, followed by China and the United Kingdom. China has accelerated its investment in AI, however. In 2017, China accounted for 10% of global AI deals but Chinese AI start-ups attracted 48% of AI funding, which allowed it to surpass funding for U.S. AI start-ups that year (the U.S. had again attracted a majority of AI start-up funding in 2018).

China’s rising prominence in AI is notable because of the prospects for proliferation. A CNA report invoked China as a key Russian partner on AI. Both countries aim to maximize the impact of their joint investments in the face of American sanctions, export controls, and tariffs aimed to
stifle innovation and competitiveness. At the center of the commercial collaboration is Huawei, which established its first research institute in Russia in 2017 with the intent to develop mathematical models for information technology and plans to triple its research and development staff in Russia. In 2020, the Huawei Russian Research Institute opened a lab to advance AI and deep learning and to leverage China’s financial investments and Russia’s talent pool. China’s AI collaboration with Russia is illustrative of its AI ambitions more generally. The mutual interest in collaborating resides in lowering the unit cost of technologies that can benefit each. A consequence of the collaboration, however, is the production of AI-enhanced technologies that can be exported more broadly to nonstate actors or sold via black markets.

The consequence of the decline in cost and rise in exportation of civilian-developed AI is a decrease in the barriers to entry. Whereas only advanced militaries can afford fighter aircraft, AI-enabled technology is becoming increasingly accessible in terms of both cost and availability to a range of nonstate actors. The consequence of the decline in cost and rise in exportation of civilian-developed AI is a decrease in the barriers to entry. Whereas only advanced militaries can afford fighter aircraft, AI-enabled technology is becoming increasingly accessible in terms of both cost and availability to a range of nonstate actors.

Nonstate actors are, definitionally, actors that are not tied directly to a government. In some settings, they include corporations, media organizations, and nongovernmental organizations such as Red Cross-style relief groups. In the context of nonstate actors and AI, this paper focuses on the types of actors that might engage in malicious behavior. The narrowest example is an individual. Cyber hackers, however, can conduct denial-of-service attacks or any number of hacks without necessarily being directed by an organization — just as individual lone wolves can conduct one-off terrorist attacks. Individuals with related interests can coalesce around more organized groups, such as the hacking group Anonymous that has been associated with conducting cyberattacks against governments. Even more organized nonstate actors include those with political objectives, terrorist groups, insurgencies, and militias and paramilitary groups.

AI’s affordability and accessibility make the technology desirable to nonstate actors and enables them to overcome the resource and expertise disadvantages associated with operating outside the structure of a state. The state itself has, in principle, a monopoly over the use of force, and nonstate individuals and groups act outside the state to achieve their goals, such as politically undermining the state in which they operate or an adversarial state. Almost by definition, nonstate actors either have fewer resources or access to traditional military assets such as tanks, airplanes, or advanced weaponry. Because of their asymmetries in resources and authority, nonstate actors need to find ways to do more with less to overcome their power disadvantages. AI provides a vehicle for overcoming those resource asymmetries.

Nonstate actors looking to make their malicious activities more efficient and targeted would therefore find AI useful. It has a multiplier effect on the results of nonstate actors’ activities. For example, on the battlefield, even a somewhat rudimentary drone becomes more ruthlessly efficient when powered by AI. In cyberspace, hacker groups can more effectively trawl the internet for vulnerabilities with the help of AI, leaving targets more susceptible and upping the ante for the financial amounts extracted. In the information domain, AI-based natural language models can generate credible text for large-scale disinformation campaigns that either persuade the target population to believe falsehoods or convince them to distrust media content as a general
principle. The next section walks through these three categories of AI applications in more detail, grounding the intersection of AI and nonstate actor goals in a discussion of how AI enhances the core technologies and what types of actors have employed, or would be inclined to employ, the technologies.

**AI TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR UTILITY TO NONSTATE ACTORS**

Nonstate actors continue to gain access to new AI-enabled weapons on the battlefield, in cyberspace, and in the information domain; and with this access, they gain new asymmetric ways of threatening state actors. Below are some examples of these affordances as well as insights on the recent and potential negative impacts.

**AI-enabled battlefield advances**

In the last decade, the use of armed drones on the battlefield has proliferated. The United States has frequently used unpiloted aircraft for counterterrorism operations in places such as Pakistan, Somalia, and Yemen. The technology proved to have advantages because it meant that U.S. pilots would not be shot down — thereby contributing to the favorable view of drones in a domestic political context. From a tactical perspective, drones had advantages because they could loiter for longer over targets and help minimize civilian casualties while pursuing high-level combatants. Other countries witnessed the apparent battlefield successes and benefits — more precision and less risk because of the pilotless aircraft — and began to seek and acquire armed drones as well. More than 100 militaries have used either armed or unarmed drones in the 20 years since the U.S. first used drones on the battlefield in 2001.

As drone technology has proliferated and advanced, the potential for autonomy has continued to grow. Most drones on the battlefield operate with some autonomy. For example, a surveillance drone might be programmed to fly a particular route to pick up “pattern of life” features of a potential target. The surveillance aspect of the drone mission is autonomous, but as of this writing, no one has deployed a fully autonomous drone for engaging with a target. Instead, the autonomously-gathered intelligence provides inputs, and a human decides whether to attack.

A fully autonomous drone — which would not only fly autonomously but also decide on its own whether to engage targets it identifies — would rely on AI. The process of full autonomy would entail hand coding targets based on whether the individual or object is a combatant (and should be targeted) or a civilian (and therefore protected), and then training a model on this data to arrive at an algorithm that has learned the difference between a combatant and civilian. This machine learning process could result in devastating false positives (identifying a civilian as a combatant) or false negatives (identifying a combatant as a civilian). The more controversial outcome is the former, because it means innocent people being killed by a machine.

Even if the algorithm were perfect and capable of accurately identifying a civilian from a combatant 100% of the time, battlefield circumstances can be complex and situational. For example, an algorithm could be trained to identify and target an individual putting on a suicide vest. But what if a young girl happens to walk in close proximity at the time that the autonomous drone identifies this high-level individual (a scenario illustrated in the movie “Eye in the Sky”)? Programming the algorithm to anticipate every possible scenario is virtually impossible. An algorithm can be programmed to call off a strike when it sees a young person within a 25-meter radius, but how does the algorithm guide the drone if the young person is carrying a weapon or the target is preparing to target a school of young people? International humanitarian law indicates that civilian casualties should not be in excess of the military gain of the target, but there is no number or definition or threshold of proportionality; the threshold depends on a multitude of circumstances that cannot each be programmed into an algorithm.
The development of autonomous weapons systems using AI continues to accelerate, and some experts suggest that the U.S. should not sign onto a blanket prohibition against them because if Russia and China deploy fully autonomous systems, the U.S. will be at a disadvantage and should be willing to adopt these systems as well.

Because of the inherent risks, countries such as the U.S. and U.K. have stated that they would not make a first move toward full autonomy. However, the development of autonomous weapons systems using AI continues to accelerate, and some experts suggest that the U.S. should not sign onto a blanket prohibition against them because if Russia and China deploy fully autonomous systems, the U.S. will be at a disadvantage and should be willing to adopt these systems as well.\textsuperscript{18} Russia reportedly recognizes the ethical pitfalls of using fully autonomous systems that not only conduct surveillance but targeting without human intervention but deems the systems to be inevitable.\textsuperscript{19}

Thus far, state actors appear to be using drones in semi-autonomous ways, using autonomous systems that do not conduct lethal targeting, and developing systems that could in the future be involved in a range of autonomous missions. Iran, for example, used drone swarms to target Saudi Arabia’s oil installations in 2019, literally flying below the radar of Saudi missile defense systems oriented toward higher-flying airborne vehicles.\textsuperscript{20} In addition, China is developing AI-driven unmanned submarines that would conduct attack missions, lay mines, and conduct surveillance. The ability to operate autonomously underwater is particularly important because of the difficulty of underwater communications. China has also planned an AI-run underwater base that would use autonomous submarines that could deploy further afield. The AI-powered vehicles simulate decisionmaking such as surveying and clearing minefields and, by using neural networks to study and understand the ocean environment, to automate targeting decisions underwater.\textsuperscript{21}

In a different, recent context, Israel appears to have used an AI-assisted sniper rifle to target an Iranian nuclear scientist. Israel has long been suspected of assassinating Iranian nuclear scientists but in particular had allegedly been preoccupied with an individual named Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, who was leading the Iranian efforts to develop nuclear bombs. Iran also recognized the vulnerability of Fakhrizadeh and insulated him from risk, for example traveling in convoys that changed routes, timing, and vehicles to foil attacks. The Israelis considered remote-controlled machine guns but placement would be a challenge given size and weight and problems of concealment. A close-range assassination would require agents in the field, which also bore risks. Instead, the Israelis smuggled a machine gun and robot into Iran and positioned the assembled weapon, a machine gun attached to a robotic apparatus, in Iran. The artificial intelligence compensated for the time delay between the sniper and machine gun, and when the convoy drove by, the remote sniper fired, identifying Fakhrizadeh based on facial recognition technology. Ultimately, an individual operating remotely fired the shot, but most of the identification was guided by AI and the attack was carried out by “an intelligent satellite system” as the Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps evidently labeled it.\textsuperscript{22}

Notably, discussions about the degree of acceptable autonomy — from fully manned to fully autonomous — often focus on state actors and the question of how and whether autonomous systems will continue to proliferate at the state level. But the demonstrated appeal of, and rising investment in these technologies mean that the increased use of both drones and AI-enabled autonomous capabilities by nonstate actors is almost inevitable.
Nonstate actors have already begun using drones on the battlefield. An open-source study found 440 unique cases in which weaponized unmanned aerial vehicles were used by nonstate actors in attacks, with 99% of those incidents taking place between August 2016 and March 2020. In 2017, the Islamic State group (IS) used a drone to drop an explosive on a residential complex in Iraq, which caused three injuries. The overwhelming majority of these attacks (433 out of 440) have been in the Middle East and North Africa. The advantage for nonstate actors is asymmetric. IS has used drones proliferally. In Mosul, for example, the group was recorded as having flown 300 drone missions in just one month — of which one-third were armed strike missions. Whereas a U.S.-armed drone would cost $22,000, IS was using small quadcopters for $650. Even in the semi-autonomous mode, the small commercial systems provide intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance for the nonstate group and effectively deny access to the airspace where IS uses those drones. As a U.S. special operations commander noted regarding the group’s use of drones in Mosul, the “killer bees” degraded morale and gave the enemy an advantage tactically — all through commercially available drones.

In November 2021, a “booby-trapped drone” struck Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi’s residence, sparing Kadhimi himself but injuring seven security officers. The assassination attempt was allegedly the work of paramilitaries and reveals both the access and disruptiveness of these technologies in the hands of nonstate actors.

The rudimentary technology the Islamic State group used to kill two Kurdish fighters and wound French soldiers in 2016 now looks woefully outdated compared to the current drones because of both the rapid pace of development and the growing number of import options. Historically, Israel and the United States have been the largest drone manufacturers. One study estimated that in mid-2017, exports from Israel — including to Azerbaijan, Germany, and Nigeria — constituted more than 60% of international drone exports over the previous three decades. But exports from the United States were particularly significant because the country developed the most advanced armed drones (the Predator and Reaper), though it limited sales to members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

In recent years, China has become a major manufacturer, selling its models to Iraq, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Turkey has also increased its sales of drones. In the 2010s, Turkish drones sold to foreign countries were field tested from Azerbaijan and Armenia to Libya to Syria. The Turkish government has increased in its investment in the drone industry, which appears to be elevating Turkish drones — the more they are used to strategic effect in conflict, the more attractive they have become to potential importers. As more countries have developed and exported drones, the technology has become both more sophisticated and less expensive. Nonstate actors that have already carried out drone strikes, such as the Islamic State group, represent the obvious market for the AI-powered drones discussed above.

In addition to enhancing drone capacity, AI could increase the automation and lethality of a number of different nonstate activities. Miles Brundage et. al. note that AI could convert currently high-skill tasks, such as sniping, into more mundane tasks. A U.S. Army document on AI-powered battlefield weapons observes that “a variety of instructions, how-to videos and even off-the-shelf trained AI software is readily available online that can be easily adapted to available weapons.” Automated gun turrets are just one example. There are YouTube do-it-yourself videos on building automated turrets that use Raspberry Pi, a small programmable computer, to sense targets and fire munitions. These videos show the assembly of all commercially available or at home-manufactured products: the 3D printed turret, software programming, and ingenuity imported from an online tutorial.

Groups such as IS that operate outside the context of a legitimate state and use violence to meet their objectives have shown an inclination towards
acquiring and using other technology such as drones and would find automating high-skill tasks such as sniping appealing. For example, they could employ AI to conduct assassinations of specific individuals or selective killings of ethnic groups. They could also use AI-powered drones to identify and target specific members of crowds or to coordinate swarms of drones that overwhelm air defenses and strike targets. The engineering task of coordinating a swarm has presented challenges, but algorithms will likely help overcome them. Machine learning algorithms allow swarms to navigate tight spaces by giving each drone in the swarm an algorithm that allows it to learn both the environment but also the other drones in the swarm.

A number of recent episodes highlight how AI-powered weapons could change the battlefield. Nonstate actors have historically used semi-autonomous drones, but a recent United Nations report highlighted the use of a drone capable of flying both in manual and autonomous mode by a state-affiliated group — an episode that proves nonstate actors are likely interested in the technology. The report revealed that in March 2020 in Libya, U.N.-backed Government of National Accord (GNA) forces used a Turkish-made Kargu-2 quadcopter drone to attack Libyan National Army (LNA) targets. Intervening in the nearly decade-long U.N.-authorized mission, the Turkish government aided the GNA by sending soldiers as well as intelligence and drones. The report notes that the Turkish-made drone loiters and then uses real-time image processing to track and hit targets: “The lethal autonomous weapons systems were programmed to attack targets without requiring data connectivity between the operator and the munition: in effect, a true ‘fire, forget and find’ capability.”

The report is ambiguous on whether the drone actually fired on a target in its autonomous mode and indeed the lack of clarity on this front foreshadows the problem of regulation that will be discussed later. The quadcopter looks innocuous and the ability to operate in two modes makes it difficult to discern how it was used. What is clear, however, is that the drone is fairly rudimentary yet potentially both lethal and autonomous. GNA is not technically a nonstate actor, but the Libyan state has been fractured for quite some time and the example is suggestive of how less capacious actors such as nonstate groups could both acquire and deploy a fully autonomous drone on the battlefield.

Similarly, Hamas has used small autonomous underwater drones, guided by GPS and carrying explosives, to try to attack targets in Israel, although the Israeli Navy appears to have destroyed these autonomous underwater vehicles. On the other hand, Israel also took a natural gas rig offline, in part an admission of the difficulty of defending against these new autonomous submarines.

Drones have also become a platform of choice for drug cartels looking to transport illicit substances, conduct surveillance on enemies, or kill competitors. As Tim Bennett of the Department of Homeland Security’s Science and Technology Directorate has observed, narcodrones are “a big new problem that we all have to address.” Drones that cost $5,000 can carry a payload of about 35 pounds, which can make the targeted delivery of drugs or the delivery of explosives more efficient. Surveillance drone footage could be analyzed through machine learning to understand open and closed routes, patterns of patrolling behavior, and efficient smuggling routes. Fully autonomous AI-powered systems could allow narcodrones to identify and target customs and border patrol agents to clear an unobstructed path, augmenting the insidiousness and lethality of trafficking operations.

**Cyberattacks**

Cyberspace is a second domain where AI is enabling capabilities that could become dangerous in the hands of nonstate actors. These actors carry out the majority of cyberattacks, whether for themselves or for a state that does not want to disclose its sponsorship. Groups of actors operating in cyberspace have various objectives. Politically motivated terrorist groups, for example, use cyber to effect political change by intimidating...
other audiences and recruiting and radicalizing like-minded individuals through propaganda. Jihadi groups use social media to distribute their ideology and coordinate attacks; for instance, the Islamic State group used Telegram to coordinate the November 2015 Paris attacks and March 2016 Brussels bombings.\footnote{41}

Hacktivist groups — with varying degrees of formality — use cyber to catalyze political, social, or cultural changes. For example, the group Anonymous has targeted religious groups, corporations, right-wing conspiracy theorists, and internet predators; most recently, it threatened entrepreneur Elon Musk over reckless tweets about cryptocurrency.\footnote{42} Mechanisms of attack include denial-of-service attacks that flood a website with traffic, for instance, and cause the site to crash.

Cybercriminals use this domain to exploit online user data for financial gain. Sometimes they employ spearphishing to steal data and then sell it; other times they use ransomware to hold a victim’s information and then ask the individual for payment to regain access.\footnote{43} A recent example illustrates the potential allure for cybercriminal groups. In April 2021, a group called DarkSide was suspected of hacking Colonial Pipeline, which resulted in a shock to the availability of oil supply on the East Coast of the United States, and extorting millions in the equivalent cryptocurrency to restore supply.\footnote{44} The group, which was new but appeared to be composed of veteran cybercriminals, built on an increasingly prevalent approach of internet extortionism that links ransom payments with a key that in this case restored energy supply but in other cases can be the on/off switch to leaking confidential data such as medical records.\footnote{45} Digital extortionist groups not only generate income by threatening to leak data but also offer services to groups such as journalists to investigate leaked data.\footnote{46}

Effective cyberattacks hinge on finding the vulnerabilities in organizations. Groups find these vulnerabilities in part by using applications that scan for weaknesses in computers, networks, and communications within a system. Outdated, unpatched, or misconfigured aspects of the system are markers of vulnerability. AI can help identify these markers and make cyberattacks cheaper to carry out, more accurate, more targeted, more automated, and more convincing. For instance, AI can help terrorists microtarget to maximize victims’ potential receptiveness to their outreach efforts. In addition, hacktivist groups can use AI to shroud malicious code in innocuous applications, maximizing the impact of an attack by programming the code to execute when it finds the application most vulnerable. Lastly, groups that carry out phishing schemes to trick individuals into quickly and inadvertently granting their personal information can use AI to generate more tailored, convincing invitations.

Prototype-AI attacks are already here. Natural language models can study actual email threats to learn how to create — at scale — content that does not elicit suspicion. Phishing emails will often have a “please see attached” verbiage that is a flag for either spam filters or individuals. AI can craft emails that seem more credible and are more tailored to individuals, thereby helping to bypass filters and increase the likelihood of pernicious engagement that makes cyberoperations higher-yield.\footnote{47} AI may also be used by defense to identify and patch these vulnerabilities but cyberoperations are invariably a cat-and-mouse game and AI will continue to be used on offense to stay one step ahead and identify and target new vulnerabilities.\footnote{48}
**Misinformation and disinformation**

Misinformation, defined as “constituting a claim that contradicts common understanding of verifiable facts,” and disinformation, which spreads that misinformation with an intention to deceive, constitute a third domain where AI has the potential to empower and thus disrupt state actors. Both types of misleading content, whether the intent is to deceive or not, can polarize public opinion, and produce incivility and even violence. AI-enabled technologies can make it easier to write and distribute such content to manipulate opinion and public behavior. Natural language models train algorithms to write text that mimics the style and substance of the content on which it was trained. This technology has improved considerably, offering users the ability to generate credible news stories that could push disingenuous narratives — for example, through tweets that spout misinformation — and distort perceptions about the current or future political or social environment.

Deepfakes work similarly using machine learning and neural networks to examine real facial expressions and movements and then create comparable fake but realistic images or video. Prominent people in the media, such as celebrities or politicians, are the usual targets of perpetrators because of the large volume of real images and videos needed to generate deepfakes. Deepfakes have already been made of politicians such as Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and former U.S. President Barack Obama. Advances in AI — using neural networks to learn about language composition and facial structures — will only make natural language models and deepfakes even more convincing. To some extent, the concern with scaling up the manufacture of misleading content is pernicious whether or not individuals can discern the different. The proliferation of such content sows doubt in the media and contributes to cynicism toward democratic institutions if individuals no longer know what to believe.

Nonstate actors could use synthetic text to manipulate the information environment in analogous ways and for nefarious ends. Terrorist groups in India, such as the Resistance Front and the Tehreek-i-Milat-i-Islami group, have already used fake videos and photos to inflame groups, especially young people, and incite violence. Terrorist groups have also set up fake charities to help finance their projects, as well as used doctored information as a recruiting tactic to boost morale. Advances in AI will enable even more sophisticated forms of online misinformation. For example, nonstate actors could use natural language models to generate videos that include messages from military authorities about attacking or retreating — to both manipulate the chain of command, and thereby events on the battlefield, and also public opinion. Such disinformation could put bottom-up pressure on civilian and military leaders to comport with the public’s preferences.

AI may also create even more targeted approaches to disinformation. As the 2016 U.S. presidential election showed, large volumes of data can be used in conjunction with machine learning to understand individual behaviors and preferences and then use algorithms to personalize ads meant to provoke or resonate with target audiences. AI enabled the microtargeting of swayable voters by using what the algorithms had learned of individual psychology. In the 2016 election, it was the Russian Internet Research Agency that used AI-powered microtargeting, but nonstate actors can easily obtain these technologies from open-source markets. Thus, the number of actors manipulating media consumers will continue to grow, and over time, each actor will achieve ever-higher degrees of psychological finessing to do everything from shaping political preferences in an election to eroding public support for a war.
POTENTIAL COUNTERMEASURES

In 2017, Lieutenant General Paul Nakasone, then commander of the U.S. Army Cyber Command, observed that AI was being developed by the commercial sector rather than governments and that even small governments and nonstate actors would be “able to leverage that technology.” The sentiment has been echoed throughout the U.S. national security establishment. Mike Griffin, former undersecretary of defense for research and engineering, noted that “advances in artificial intelligence and global technology proliferation are driving the rapid evolution and global adoption of autonomy, which is creating economic, social and military disruption.” Advancements in AI have led to the rapid diffusion across a wide range of actors, thereby creating enormous policy challenges.

One of the most aggressive proposed responses to AI proliferation has been an outright ban. But an all-out ban on AI is off the table because the civilian uses, such as for digital and writing assistants like Alexa and Google Smart Compose, are too ubiquitous. Bans on “unacceptable” uses of AI — defined as those “considered a clear threat to the safety, livelihoods and rights of people” — are designed to be more targeted (for example, to address facial recognition technologies) but are vague and therefore unlikely to succeed in stemming the development of AI technologies and their diffusion to nonstate actors.

Calls for bans on specific applications of AI that might affect nonstate actors have become more common. One of the most visible proposals has been to regulate or ban lethal autonomous weapons; it is presented as the ethical approach for regulating these weapons. In 2017, Elon Musk and physicist Stephen Hawking called for a ban on “killer robots,” imploring the United Nations to ban both the development and use of AI-powered weapons.

Despite the visibility of the proposals, talks at the United Nations have not made meaningful headway, with 28 governments proposing a ban on AI-powered autonomous weapons and the U.S. and Russia blocking legally binding agreements. Even if an agreement were obtained, it would probably involve actors less likely to be responsible for lethal autonomous weapons, rendering the agreement relatively ineffective. For example, while Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has cautioned against the “weaponization of AI by nonstate actors,” he has also stressed the need to continue developing AI and he clearly seeks to make India a global AI hub. Modi’s position on the issue reflects the contradiction inherent in many countries: they each desire to maintain these technologies while keeping them out of the hands of others, especially nonstate actors. Agreeing to a ban is something of a prisoner’s dilemma. While all countries might benefit from a ban on the disruptive applications of autonomy, unless all countries agree to abide by it, there might be incentives to develop and use the technology first and not commit to a ban.

Many countries... view autonomous weapons as constructive... In the fog of war, where human operators are fatigued or emotional, human error may exceed that of an autonomous agent.

Further, many countries might rightfully view autonomous weapons as constructive and therefore oppose an outright ban on technologies that they might see as making war less inhumane. In the fog of war, where human operators are fatigued or emotional, human error may exceed that of an autonomous agent. Machines can also be incredibly adept at minimizing collateral damage. One of the remarkable features of the Fakhrizadeh assassination was that his wife, who was sitting next to him in the car, did not perish in the attack. The combination of the AI and the “electronic equipment” was sufficiently precise that it struck
three to four individuals suspected to be involved in with the Iranian nuclear program but spared the scientist’s wife, a civilian.\textsuperscript{62}

One middle-ground proposal therefore reconciles the potential risk of autonomous systems for both states and nonstate actors with their potential for reducing the unfortunate consequences of either fogs of war, human error, or bluntness of conventional alternatives. Outright bans not only are not feasible but go too far and could have the unintended consequence of removing some of the technological advances that may minimize collateral damage on the battlefield. Instead, more prudent guardrails are in order. Private industry has a role to play in instituting measures that stem the proliferation of inexpensive off-the-shelf armed drones or at least their efficacy. For example, restrictions baked either into the hardware or software could prevent a drone from crossing certain boundaries — such as into a military base or the grounds of a national leader’s residence.

Instituting norms and guiding principles about human involvement in the use of force, including humans making the ultimate decisions about lethal force, would also be advisable. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has identified “a need for a genuinely human-centred approach to any use of these technologies in armed conflict. It will be essential to preserve human control and judgment in applications of AI... especially where they pose risks to life.” The ICRC concludes that “AI and machine-learning systems remain tools that must be used to serve human actors, and augment human decision-makers, not replace them.”\textsuperscript{63}

Norms that emphasize the human in the loop about decisions of life and death respect the practical challenges of banning technology as a whole and the potential for AI to reduce civilian casualties, though they need to be reinforced through state behavior and even then of course cannot be guaranteed to be followed by nonstate actors. Somewhat different concerns arise about regulating or restricting the use of AI to spread disinformation. Determining what constitutes disinformation presents challenges, and as social media platforms have shown, identifying and removing all disinformation is a reactive response. In taking a more proactive approach, the U.S. National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence has proposed draft legislation that would “detail how adversarial state and nonstate actors are attempting to define and control the global information domain to shape global opinion and achieve strategic advantage.”\textsuperscript{64}
The proposal is mindful of the challenges of finding and removing content and takes more agency over the landscape into which these nonstate actors might insinuate themselves. By comparison, more aggressive approaches consist of legal measures against states that appear to be either sponsoring or tacitly allowing nonstate actors to operate within their borders — such measures would include requesting that the state take legal action, introducing economic sanctions, or indicting the malicious actor or group.\textsuperscript{65}

A solution may also reside in measures democratic societies are taking to be technologically competitive anyway, which is to commit more resources to research and development in the science, technology, engineering, and math fields. In 2021, for example, the U.S. Senate voted 68-30 in favor of the United States Innovation and Competitiveness Act, which would authorize $190 billion to strengthen U.S. technology capabilities, which could have the dual purpose of helping to identify and guard against the use of AI-enabled offensive technologies in the hands of nonstate actors.\textsuperscript{66} To the extent that these threats emerge from the commercial, non-military sector, preventing their diffusion will be an uphill battle. Mapping the terrain and the potential threats, as this report begins to do, is at least a first step toward framing questions whose answers will ultimately lead to impactful policy responses.
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